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T-MUM Tutorial
Intro
tax·on·o·my (t k-s n -m )
1 : a form of classification used to classify and define information
2 : a division into ordered groups or categories

T-MUM (Taxonomy of Media Usage in Multimedia)

Problem Statement
Three problems prompted this research:
1. There is no common method for determining how media is used within
multimedia
2. Since there is no common method for defining usage, guidelines are
implemented subjectively

3. This results in misused media that is counterproductive to the intended
purpose of the artifact
So what?
Let’s say you have a guideline: “avoid redundant content1” – would using these
two images violate that guideline.

It depends on who you ask. The designer who made them would probably say no.
Someone else would probably say yes. Currently, there is no consistent way of
determining this.
Why does it matter if guidelines are implemented subjectively?
It makes for inconsistent results.
Most companies use multiple developers to create their web sites; each of them
will implement content in the way that seems best to them. That could mean a lot
of redundancy on some pages, and none on others.
However, if there was a method for determining how media is being used,
guideline implementation would no longer be subjective. This is where
T-MUM’s value can be found.
But why does it matter if you use redundant media elements?
Research2 has shown that using redundant media element inhibits the user’s
ability to process the information being given. Thus, the redundant media defeats
the purpose of presenting the media in the first place.
This shows the need for a consistent method of determining usage – this shows
how T-MUM can add value.

1

Nielsen, J., & Tahir, M. (2002). Homepage Usability: 50 Websites Deconstructed. Indianapolis, Indiana:
New Riders Publishing.
2
Moreno, R., & Mayer, R. E. (2002). Verbal Redundancy in Multimedia Learning: When Reading Helps
Listening. Journal of Educational Psychology, 94(1), 156-163.

Why a Taxonomy?
As humans, we instinctively classify things. It is how we understand things we
are introduced to.
We see a person on the street and we immediately note what classifications they
fall into:
1. Gender
2. Race
3. Size
4. Coloring
and so on…
Classifying media is no different. When you see this:

And you’re asked what media type it is – you think “Picture.”
So then, what is a taxonomy?
A taxonomy is a standard method of classifying things: for example, if I wanted
to sort recipes, I could use a taxonomy like the one below.

If we were to try to look at T-MUM the same way, the taxonomy of media usage
would look like this:

So, the reason for using a taxonomy is because it clearly defines the categories
that will be used to define how media is being used.
That will result in a more consistent assessment of media usage.

T-MUM History
Over 15 media-related taxonomies were reviewed in the research developing
T-MUM. However, three key taxonomies provided T-MUM’s foundation:
1. Media Taxonomy
2. Taxonomy of Multimedia Interactivity
3. Multimedia Taxonomy
Drs. Heller and Martin developed the Media Taxonomy3 in 1995.
The Media Taxonomy identified the different media types and media expressions
(which defined a media element’s attributes).

Note: For definitions of the Media Expressions, see Appendix A.
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Heller, R. S., & Martin, C. D. (1995). A Media Taxonomy. IEEE MultiMedia, 2(4), 36-45. Retrieved 5
March 2002, from http://dlib.computer.org/mu/books/mu1995/pdf/u4036.pdf

In 1998, Dr. Aleem’s dissertation study on the Taxonomy of Multimedia
Interactivity (TMI)4 was published.
TMI defined how media elements could be interacted with by the user.

Note: For definitions of the Media Expressions, see Appendix B.
In 1999, Drs. Heller and Martin revisited the Media Taxonomy incorporating
TMI. The result was the Multimedia Taxonomy5.
The Multimedia Taxonomy refined the media types and identified milieus in
which the media element attributes could be assessed.

How T-MUM Works
The purpose of T-MUM is to define how media elements are used within the
presentations in which they are contained.
To define usage, you must answer three questions:
1. What type of media element is it?
2. How can the user interact with the media element?
3. How important is the element’s contextual relevance to the user?
The first question addresses media type, the second and third address media
expression.
4

Aleem, T. A. (1998). A Taxonomy of Multimedia Interactivity. (Doctoral Dissertation, The Union
Institute, 1998). Digital Dissertations, AAT 9919729.
5
Heller, R. S., & Martin, C. D. (1999). Multimedia Taxonomy for Design and Evaluation. In B. Furht
(Ed.), Handbook of Multimedia Computing (pp. 3-16). Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press.

The Multimedia Taxonomy answer the question one (What type of media element
is it?) in its Media Types. Listed by increasing complexity they are:
• Text
• Sound
• Graphics
• Motion
• Multimedia
Question two (How can the user interact with the media element?) is addressed by
the Taxonomy of Multimedia Interactivity.
T-MUM refers to these as Interactive Expressions, and they are listed by
increasing functionality:
• Passive
• Reactive
• Proactive
• Directive
The third question (How important is the element’s contextual relevance to the
user?) is the extension that T-MUM makes to the previous research.
T-MUM calls this Contextual Expression, and the categories are listed by
increasing pertinence to the user.
1. Discordant
2. Innocuous
3. Augmentative
4. Relevant
5. Requisite
So, T-MUM works by defining how each of the three questions can be answered.
1. What type of media element is it?
• Media Types
2. How can the user interact with the media element?
• Interactive Expression
3. How important is the element’s contextual relevance to the user?
• Contextual Expression

Understanding T-MUM
Media type:

Identifies what media type an element is.

Text:

Any alphanumeric characters. What you’re reading
now would qualify; however, alphanumeric characters
can also be included in other media types (e.g. words on

a map – the map as a whole is a graphic even though it
also includes text).
Sound:

Any audio not included in another media type (e.g.
video or animation). This could include music, sound
effects, etc.

Graphics:

This includes any pictures as well as the typical
graphics like logos, charts, graphs, etc.

Motion:

This includes any moving graphics, whether they be
animation or video. They can (but don’t have to)
include sound.

Multimedia:

This includes any multimedia contained within another
multimedia application. An example is the interactive
T-MUM tutorial, which is an interactive multimedia
Flash presentation within the context of a web site.

Interactive Expression: This expresses the way the user can interact with the
element.
Passive:

Involves no user-controlled interaction: for example, a
cartoon, a paragraph of text, or a video.

Reactive:

Involves limited user-controlled interaction: for
example, choosing one of two options or being able to
pause, start, and stop a video.

Proactive:

Involves greater user-controlled interaction: for
example, being able to scale, rotate or color an image;
change radio stations or CD tracks; or retrieve selected
video frames.

Directive:

Involves user-directed interaction: for example:
allowing the user to draw a graphic or create an
animation from scratch.

Contextual Expression: These classifications identify level of pertinence to the
user.
Discordant:

Typically serves a purpose outside the interests of the
user (e.g. a web ad banner). These elements detract
from the user’s experience.

Innocuous:

Typically serves an aesthetic purpose. Elements falling
into the innocuous classification do not particularly add
or detract from the user experience.

Augmentative:

Typically serves an additive purpose. Augmentative
media types offer related information or offer support
of some type. Additionally, they may develop
relevance within the context of the application in which
it is used (e.g. a sound effect that occurs each time the
mouse is clicked).

Relevant:

Typically serves a supportive purpose. Relevant media
types offer purposeful information, but are not the
primary source. The relevant media element might offer
either redundant or secondary information - related, but
not necessarily vital to convey the purpose of the
multimedia artifact - or surface relevance to its purpose.

Requisite:

Typically serves an informative purpose. The
information is of structural relevance to the intended
purpose of the multimedia artifact. A Web site's
navigational structure, a list of available courses and
their descriptions on a university's site, or an
instructional video would all be classified as requisite.

Media Expressions:

In T-MUM, the media expressions simply identify the
way the media elements are used within the context of
multimedia. This is achieved by identifying the
Interactive Expression and Contextual Expression
axes.

All media elements in a multimedia presentation fall somewhere within this
taxonomy. The example in the next section will clarify that fact.

Examples of T-MUM in Use
Merriam-Webster
Text – Directive – Requisite

Because you can type any word that you want this is a text media type and has
directive interactive expression. Because the purpose of the site is to look up
words, it is a requisite contextual expression.

Nova Southeastern University, Graduate School of Computer and
Information Sciences
Graphics – Passive – Augmentative

Because this is a picture, it is a graphic media type. Because it has no user
functionality it is a passive interactive expression. And finally, because the image
is of a computer (and the site is a computer school’s), it is an augmentative
contextual expression.

CD Now
Sound – Proactive – Relevant

Because this plays a song from the CD, it is a sound media type and has relevant
contextual expression. Because you have multiple controls (play, pause, stop, etc)
and can play a variety of tracks from the CD, it is a proactive interactive
expression.

Recipezaar
Motion – Reactive – Discordant

Because this is an animated GIF, it is a motion media type. Because it is an ad
banner (which detracts from the user experience), it is a discordant contextual
expression. And because it is a link, it is a reactive interactive expression.

T-MUM Web Site
Motion – Reactive – Discordant

Because this is an interactive multimedia presentation, it is a multimedia media
type. Because it contains primary information, it is a requisite contextual
expression. And because the user is given a variety of functional options, it is a
proactive interactive expression.

Susan Jackson Photography
Graphics – Passive – Innocuous

Because this is an image, it is a graphic media type. Because it is unrelated (and
neither detracts from nor adds to the user experience), it is an innocuous
contextual expression. And because it has no functionality, it is a passive
interactive expression.
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